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Lane formation in colloidal mixtures driven by an external field

J. Dzubiella,* G. P. Hoffmann, and H. Lo¨wen
Institut für Theoretische Physik II, Heinrich-Heine-Universita¨t Düsseldorf, Universita¨tsstraße 1, D-40225 Du¨sseldorf, Germany

~Received 26 July 2001; published 11 January 2002!

The influence of an external field on a binary colloidal mixture performing Brownian dynamics in a solvent
is investigated by nonequilibrium computer simulations and simple theory. In our model, one half of the
particles are pushed into the field direction while the other half of them are pulled into the opposite direction.
For increasing field strength, we show that the system undergoes a nonequilibrium phase transition from a
disordered state to a state characterized by lane formation parallel to the field direction. The lanes are formed
by the same kind of particles moving collectively with the field. Lane formation accelerates particle transport
parallel to the field direction but suppresses massively transport perpendicular to the field. We further show that
lane formation also occurs in a time-dependent oscillatory field. If the frequency of the external field exceeds
a critical value, however, the system exhibits a transition back to the disordered state. Our results can be
experimentally verified in binary colloidal suspensions exposed to external fields under nonequilibrium con-
ditions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.021402 PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 05.70.Ln, 61.20.Ja, 64.70.Dv
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I. INTRODUCTION

While equilibrium bulk phase transitions are by now w
understood both by computer simulations@1,2# and by statis-
tical theories@2–4#, nonequilibrium situations may induce
much richer scenario of phase transformations. In the
years an emphasis was placed onto such transitions in dr
diffusive systems@5–7#, which were extensively studied b
theory and simulation within lattice and off-lattice mode
and constant and oscillatory fields@8–10#. In particular,
models of identical particles were studied, which couple w
a different sign to an external uniform field~so-called ‘‘plus-
and minus-charge’’ particles! @11#. In the symmetric case
where half of the particles are ‘‘plus-charge’’ and half
them are ‘‘minus-charge’’ particles, a blocking transition w
obtained if the field strength exceeded a critical value. T
particles then form stripes perpendicular to the field direct
@12–14#. This transition has been put forward recently a
concept of panic theory applied to pedestrian zones@15#.
Interestingly enough in a two-dimensional off-lattice syste
confined onto a strip, the blocking transition was found to
generated by increasing the temperature, which is opposi
what one would expect from the equilibrium freezing tran
tion that occurs by lowering the temperature.

In this paper, we focus on another kind of nonequilibriu
phase transition in such a driven diffusive off-lattice mod
with two particle species, which is associated tolane forma-
tion parallel to the external field. Lanes are formed
bundles of particles of the same kind due to a nonequilibri
‘‘slipstream’’ effect. While such a transition towards lane fo
mation is absent in a square-lattice model with near
neighbor hopping and in pure one-component systems, it
recently found in off-lattice simulations of a confined tw
dimensional system as an intermediate state between the
ordered and the blocked state@15#. In this work, we investi-
gate this lane formation in more detail and map a wh
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phase diagram as a function of the field strength and
range of the interparticle interaction. In order to character
the lane phase we use suitable order parameters. We also
an increase of the particle transport in the field direct
induced by lane formation and a drastic reduction of parti
transport perpendicular to the field direction, which m
serve as dynamical criteria for detecting the lane formati
We further show that lane formation is very general and
thus a generic feature of any two-component driven diffus
system. In fact, using computer simulations we demonst
that lane formation also occurs in unconfined systems
three spatial dimensions, and for time-dependent oscilla
fields. In the latter case the system exhibits a transition b
to the disordered state upon reaching a critical field f
quency.

As the occurrence of lane formation appears to be v
general, this nonequilibrium transition could be experime
tally verified in quite different systems. One evident e
amples are ionic conductors in an electric field@6#. Another
less common example concerns pedestrian~or any other traf-
fic! dynamics where lane formation is an intuitive pheno
enon @16#. A further application, which we put forward in
this paper, is mesoscopically sizedcolloidal suspensions,
which perform diffusive Brownian dynamics in a molecul
solvent. Colloidal samples have served as excellent mo
systems to detect equilibrium phase transitions such as fr
ing @17# or fluid-fluid phase separation@18#. They have also
played a key role for experimental verification of kinet
mode-coupling-type theories describing the~nonequilibrium!
kinetic glass transition@19#. Indeed well-characterized col
loidal suspensions may also be subjected to external fi
resulting in nonequilibrium structure formation. The strikin
advantage of colloidal samples is that the external field
systematically be controlled and tailored@20#. As possible
examples, which realize the Brownian model used in
present study, we mention binary colloids under sedimen
tion, linear or oscillating shear, and charge-bidisperse col
dal mixtures in electric fields. Another possibility to contr
colloidal suspensions is by an external laser-optical or m
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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netic field, which couples to the different dielectric or ma
netic permeabilities, respectively, of the solvent and the c
loid material. We further mention that two-dimension
systems for which most of the theoretical studies were d
can also be realized by squeezing colloids between g
plates @21# or confining them across a water-air interfa
@22,23# and these can be subjected to external fields as w

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we defi
the model used. Our simulation technique and dynam
properties in the disordered phase where lanes are forme
described in Sec. III. A simple theory is presented in Sec.
Section V is devoted to a discussion of the simulation resu
in particular, we present nonequilibrium phase diagrams.
conclude in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL

In our model, we consider a binary mixture comprisi
2N Brownian colloidal particles ind52 or d53 spatial di-
mensions. The particles are either in an areaSor in a volume
V with a fixed total number density ofr52N/S and r
52N/V, respectively. Half of them are particles of typeA,
the other half is of typeB such that the partial number den
sities arerA5rB5r/2. The system is held at fixed temper
tureT being embedded in a bath of microscopic solvent p
ticles of the same temperature. The colloidal particlesi and j
are interacting via an effective pair potential. For simplic
we study the symmetric caseVAA(r )5VAB(r )5VBB(r )
[V(r ), wherer is the interparticle distance. We assume
effective screened Coulomb interaction~or Yukawa form!

V~r !5V0s exp@2k~r 2s!#/r , ~1!

whereV0 is an energy scale ands is the particle diameter a
a length scale. This is a valid model for charge-stabiliz
suspensions both in two@24# and three dimensions@17#. The
inverse screening lengthk governs the range of the intera
tion and can be tuned, e.g., by the concentration of added
in the colloidal solution.

The dynamics of the colloids is assumed to be comple
overdamped Brownian motion with hydrodynamic intera
tions neglected, which is a safe approximation if the coll
dal volume fraction is small. The friction constantg
53phs ~with h denoting the shear viscosity of the solven!
is assumed to be the same for bothA and B particles. The
external constant or oscillatory force acting on thei th par-
ticle is pointing in thez direction and modeled as

FW i~ t !5eW z f i Prect~vt !, ~2!

wherev is the external frequency~with v[0 leading to the
constant-field case!, eW z is the unit vector along thez direc-
tion, andf i is the coupling parameter of thei th particle to the
external field. WithPrect(vt) we apply a rectangular oscilla
tion switching from 1 to21 defined via

Prect~x!5H 1, n<x<~2n11!/2

21, ~2n11!/2,x,n11
~3!

with n50 . . .`.
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The stochastic Langevin equations for the colloidal traj
tories rW i(t) ( i 51, . . . ,2N) read as

g
drW i

dt
52¹W rW i(j Þ i

V~ urW i2rW j u!1FW i~ t !1FW i
(R)~ t !. ~4!

There are different forces acting onto the colloidal particl
first there is the force attributed to interparticle interactio
then there is the external shaking field and finally the rand
forcesFW i

(R) describe the kicks of the solvent molecules acti
onto thei th colloidal particle. These kicks are Gaussian ra

dom numbers with zero mean,FW i
(R)50, and variance

~FW i
(R)!a~ t !~FW j

(R)!b~ t8!52kBTgdabd i j d~ t2t8!. ~5!

The subscriptsa and b stand respectively, for the two an
three Cartesian components andkBT is the thermal energy.

In our model we assume the symmetric casef i5 f (A)[ f
.0 for A particles andf i5 f (B)52 f ,0 for B particles. This
is not any restriction. In fact, the asymmetric casef (A)

1 f (B)Þ0 can directly be mapped onto the symmetric ca
by subtracting the overall dynamical mode

rW0~ t !5eW z

f (A)1 f (B)

2g E
0

t

Prect~vt8!dt8. ~6!

The Langevin equations~4! can be rewritten in terms o

new reduced trajectoriesr̃W i(t)[rW i(t)2rW0(t) such that the
transformed equations have the same form as in the sym
ric case withf 5( f (A)2 f (B))/2.

This implies that a binary charged suspension w
charges of equal sign is also a good realization of our mo
it only matters that the external field acts differently for bo
species. After a Galilei transformation the symmetric cas
realized.

In equilibrium ~i.e., in the absence of any external fie
such thatf 50) the model reduces to a Brownian Yukaw
fluid which has been extensively investigated as far as st
tural and dynamical equilibrium correlations and freezi
transitions are concerned, both in three@25–27# and two
@24,28,29# spatial dimensions. Our model is specified by d
ferent input parameters such as the total particle densitr,
the thermal energykBT, the inverse screening lengthk, the
dimensionless ratiosU05V0 /kBT, f * 5 f s/kBT, andvtB ,
wheretB5gs2/V0 is a suitable Brownian time scale.

III. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM

A. Simulation procedure

Our Brownian dynamics code is similar to earlier no
equilibrium simulations of charge-polydisperse colloids@30–
32#. Ford52, we putN5250A andN5250B particles into
a square cell of lengthl with periodic boundary conditions
The total colloidal number density isr52N/l 2. Likewise,
in three dimensions,N5500A andB particles are in a cubic
box of lengthl such thatr52N/l 3. For the snapshots o
2-2
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LANE FORMATION IN COLLOIDAL MIXTURES DRIVEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021402
the d53 system~Fig. 3! we increased the number to 2N
58000 particles for a better resolution of the structure.
checked that the results are not dependent of the numb
simulated particles; except for small numbers, we found
usual finite-size effects. The direction of the external force
always along an edge of the simulation cell.

We tried different starting configurations. The system w
observed to run into a non-equilibrium steady-state indep
dent of the initial configuration.

The Langevin equations of motion including the shaki
external field were numerically solved using a finite tim
stepDt and the technique of Ermak@1,33#. The typical size
of the time step wasDt50.003tB . We simulated typically
23104 time steps, which corresponds to a simulation time
60tB . After an initial relaxation period of 20tB , statistics
were gathered.

B. Order parameter

In order to detect the transition towards lane formatio
sensitive order parameter is needed. A suitable order pa
eter could probe particle density inhomogeneities along
field in the z direction, which vanish in an ideal lane con
figuration. Therefore, we assign to every particlei an order
parameterf i , which is chosen to be 1, when the later
distancer l5uxi2xj u (r l5A(xi2xj )

21(yi2yj )
2 in three di-

mensions! to all particlesj of the other type is larger than
suitable length scale, sayr l.r21/d/2. Otherwise,f i is set to
zero. A global dimensionless order parameterf can now be
defined as

f5
1

N K (
i 51

N

f i L , ~7!

where the brackets denote a time average. In a comple
mixed state,f vanishes while for idealAB separation,f
51.

A typical result forf as a function of field strengthf is
shown ford52 and a constant field (v50) in Fig. 1. While
f is small for a small constant field, it grows when a critic
field strengthf c is approached. Further increasing of the e
ternal field yields values close to unity. The transition
wards lane formation is reversible but exhibits a signific
hysteresis. This can be deduced from Fig. 1~b! where the
external field strength was slowly decreased. Hence we c
clude that lane formation is a nonequilibrium first-order tra
sition. As can be deduced from Fig. 1, the critical fie
strengthf c increases with increasingk. More results for the
location of the nonequilibrium phase transition will be pr
sented in Sec. V A.

Simulation snapshots associated with a situation witho
field as well as with a field below and above the critical fie
strength are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. One clearly sees lan
formation parallel to the external field. A further character
tic length scale corresponding to lane formation is the av
aged thickness of the lanes. In the snapshots, this thick
of the lanes is about several interparticle spacings. It may
conjectured, however, in analogy with lattice models@6# that
the finite width of the lanes is due to a lack of relaxation in
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the final steady state, which is a fully phase-separated si
tion.

We have, furthermore, considered situations with non
nishing field frequenciesv. If an oscillatory field with am-
plitude f . f c is present and the frequencyv is increased, the
order parameterf decreases with increasingv. For low fre-
quencies the system remains in the lane state,f'1, while
above a critical frequency, the system gets back to diso
andf fades to zero.

All these considerations are the same for a thr
dimensional system. Corresponding snapshots with lane
figurations are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Of course, due
to the presence of an additional dimension, the lane struc
is more complicated in three dimensions~3D! than in 2D. A
cut through a plane perpendicular to the field is shown
Fig. 3~b! demonstrating that the in-plane structure is remin
cent of a two-dimensional phase separation or a percola
network.

C. Dynamical diagnostics

For a constant field (v50), we have also computed
dynamical correlation in the nonequilibrium steady state

FIG. 1. Dimensionless order parameterf as a function of field
strengthf * for d52 and different inverse screening lengthsks. In
~a! the field is increased starting from a randomly mixed config
ration, while in~b! the initial configuration is completely demixe
~two lanes! and the field is decreased. The density isrs251.0 and
U052.5, v50.
2-3
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J. DZUBIELLA, G. P. HOFFMANN, AND H. LÖWEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021402
cusing on particle transport properties parallel and perp
dicular to the external field. In fact, as expected, the part
transport in field direction is enhanced once lanes have b
formed. In detail, for a constant field, we define the avera
drift velocity vD along the field for each particle species
measuring the mean-square displacement in thez direction in
the nonequilibrium steady state by

vD
2
ª lim

t→`

^@„rW i~ t !2rW i~0!…•eW z#
2&

t2 ~8!

Clearly, as the long-time dynamics is diffusive in equili
rium, vD50 for f 50. In the mixed statevD is small as the
external field enforces a transport, which is, however, s
hindered by the presence of different particle species. O

FIG. 2. Typical simulation snapshots of the two-dimensio
system:~a! disordered state without field (f50), ~b! disordered
state with fieldf 1' f c (f'0.45), ~c! lane formation with fieldf 2

. f 1 (f'0.99). The particles are depicted as spheres with diam
s. A light sphere is anA particle while a gray sphere is aB particle.
The parameters areks54.0, rs251.0, U052.5, andv50.
02140
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lanes are formed,vD increases as the obstacles made up
different particle species are not any longer present signa
an efficient particle transport along the lanes in directio
parallel to the field. An example ofvD versus increasing field
strengthf for d52 is shown in Fig. 4~a!. These results are
compared to the drift velocity of a one-component Browni
system in an external field, where

vD[v05 f /g, ~9!

corresponding to a trivial overall dynamical mode of all t
particles. Indeed during lane formation, as probed by
order parameterf, the drift velocity practically equalsv0.
For small fields, on the other hand,vD is significantly smaller
than v0. Hence lane formation manifests itself in a dynamic
anomaly in the drift velocity, which can be used as a dyna
cal diagnostics to detect lane formation.

A more dramatic effect is observed for the long-time d
fusion coefficient perpendicular to the field direction as d
fined via

DLª lim
t→`

^@„rW i~ t !2rW i~0!…•eW x#
2&

2t
. ~10!

l

er

FIG. 3. Typical snapshots of the three-dimensional system w
external field f . f c and lanes parallel to the field:~a! three-
dimensional view,~b! look on the (x,y) plane perpendicular to the
field directionz. The particles are rendered as spheres with diam
s. For these snapshots we simulated 2N58000 particles. The pa-
rameters areks52.0, U052.5, rs351.0, andv50.
2-4
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LANE FORMATION IN COLLOIDAL MIXTURES DRIVEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021402
For a vanishing external field in equilibrium, the lon
time self-diffusion coefficientDL has been the subject o
intense recent research, in particular, for Brownian-Yuka
systems as studied here@34–41#. Turning on the externa
field strengthf, particles of different types can only follow
the external field by eluding each other, so that the diffus
perpendicular to the external field has to increase withf. This
effect grows until the critical field strength is reached and
system begins to form lanes. Now the particles are confi
to lanes with thickness of some interparticle spacings, wh
reduces the perpendicular diffusion again. Results forDL
versusf are shown in Fig. 4~b! for d52, together with the
corresponding order parameterf, and confirm these qualita
tive considerations. The drastic decrease ofDL versus f
strongly correlates with the location of the lane formation
indicated by a strongly increasing parameterf. This drastic
decrease can be exploited as a sensitive dynamical diag
tics to locate lane formation. We remark that after a ve
long time, lanes may fuse towards big nonstructured regio
In this case, the final falloff ofDL for f . f c can be slightly
shifted upwards to the equilibrium diffusion coefficient
f 50.

FIG. 4. ~a! Averaged dimensionless drift velocityvD* 5vDtB /s
in z direction versus the external fieldf * compared to the dimen
sionless drift velocityv0* 5v0tB /s of a one-component Brownian
system and to the order parameterf. ~b! Dimensionless long-time
diffusion coefficientDL* 5DLtB /s2 in x direction versusf * also
compared tof. In ~a! thef curve is inflated to the maximal show
ordinate value for better comparison. The parameters ared52,
ks54.0, U052.5, rs251.0, andv50.
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IV. SIMPLE THEORY

A. Constant field

We are aiming at a rough theoretical estimation of t
boundaries of the laning transition with constant exter
field f in two or three dimensions. We assume that the sys
goes into the stratified state when the external field is lar
than the typical average force between two particles of
posite type. The latter depends both on density and on
external field itself. We estimate a typical average force
tween two opposite particles by considering different ‘‘effe
tive’’ interparticle spacings. The first typical interpartic
spacing is set by the density alone,a5r21/d. Including fluc-
tuations in the interparticle distance induced by a finite te
perature results in a further smaller effective average
tanceã as obtained by setting a typical interparticle ener
equal to V(a)1kBT. Hence ã5V21@V(a)1kBT# where
V21 is the inverse function of the interaction potentialV(r ).
Finally the presence of an external field enforces an e
smaller averaged distancea8 between colliding opposite par
ticles, which can be estimated via

a85F21@ f 1F~ ã!#, ~11!

where F21 is the inverse function ofF(r )52“V(r ). In
general, a pair of opposite particles will not collide centra
such that the actual average distance is betweena8 and ã.
Hence the averaged forcef̄ between anA and aB particle is
roughly

f̄ 5
1

ã2a8
@V~a8!2V~ ã!#. ~12!

The critical forcef c is reached when the external force b
comes of the order of the mean forcef̄ ,

f c5a f̄ . ~13!

a is a yet not known dimensionless prefactor of the order
unity, which should depend, in general, on the dimension
ity d. It will be determined later by an optimal fit with ou
simulation results, see Sec. V A.

B. Oscillatory field

We now focus on a time-dependent external field~2! with
nonvanishing frequency. We propose a simple theory t
predicts the critical frequencyv[vc upon which a transition
back to the disordered state occurs. Let the field amplituf
be such thatf . f c holds. In the segregated mixture the pa
ticles are moving collectively with the external field. The
velocity in field direction changes sign but roughly has t
modulus of the drift velocityv0, Eq. ~9!. At the interfaces
between two lanes, there is an additional friction due to
opposite moving particles of the other type. This addition
friction should scale with the range 1/k of the interparticle
interaction in terms of a typical microscopic spacings.
Hence the drift velocityv I near an interface is
2-5
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J. DZUBIELLA, G. P. HOFFMANN, AND H. LÖWEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021402
v I'
f

g@111/~ks!#
, ~14!

which changes, however, its sign periodically according
the shaking external field. Now we consider the stability
two lanes at their interface. The field frequency has to
small enough in order to provide a sufficiently long tim
period in which the two lanes can slide against each o
avoiding a mixing of different particle species. If this time
getting very small, diffusion perpendicular to the field dire
tion will dominate and destroy the sharp interface. Lane s
bility is lost when a particle has roughly reached a typi
interparticle spacinga5r21/d during half a period 1/2v of
the external field. Thermal fluctuations can be neglec
compared to the high critical force. This yields for the cri
cal frequency

v I/2vc'r21/d ~15!

or

vc'
f r1/d

2g@111/~ks!#
. ~16!

This result can be understood both in a more qualitative
more quantitative way. Qualitatively, it can be interpreted
a scaling law predicting different exponents for the transit
frequency for varying field strength, friction coefficien
screening length, and particle density. Note that in our the
the transition frequencies are independent of temperat
Furthermore, Eq.~16! is a full quantitative prediction, which
we shall test against our computer simulation data in S
V B.

V. RESULTS FOR THE NONEQUILIBRIUM PHASE
DIAGRAM

A. Constant field

The phase diagram for a constant (v50) external force
obtained from computer simulations is shown in Fig. 5~a!.
The location of the phase transition is estimated via the
havior of the order parameterf: the critical field strengthf c*
is obtained by settingf50.5 for a set of runs with increasin
field strengthsf * . The plots clearly show that for increasin
densityr or increasing interaction energyU0, an enhanced
critical force f c is necessary to drive a transition towards la
formation. By increasing one of these two parameters
correlation between the particles is getting stronger, so
conclusive result we can state that whenever the correla
is increased the critical force is getting higher. A bit mo
subtle is the dependence onk, which is the inverse range o
the interaction potential and controls the ‘‘softness’’ of t
interaction. By watching, e.g., the pair correlation function
equilibrium, one observes an increase in correlation for
creasingk. This explains why the critical field strengthf c* is
increasing withk, although this increase is practically ma
ginal for small densities. We also remark that, for densit
rs251.0 or rs351.0 in three dimensions and highks
'5,6, the system is slightly below the equilibrium bu
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freezing transition@25,29#. The particles are highly corre
lated and the external force has to be strongly enhance
enforce stratification.

In Fig. 5~b! we plot the results of our simple theory a
described in Sec. IV A for the same parameter combinati
as chosen for the simulations in Fig. 5~a!. Comparing theory
and simulation the theory reproduces all trends correctly
particular, f c* grows with increasingr, U0, and k as ob-
tained in the simulations. By assigning toa in Eq. ~13! a
value 2.0 the theory even brings about quantitative agr
ment, particular for the low density cases (r50.25, 0.5) and
can thus be used for a simple estimate for the location of
transition towards lane formation. Furthermore, the assu
tion implicit in our theory that the transition is modified b
particle correlations is justified.

Similar results for the nonequilibrium phase transition
three spatial dimensions are presented in Fig. 6. We h
observed the same trends as in two dimensions. Again
theory is in semiquantitative agreement with our simulat
data, though the curvature of thef c versusks data is slightly
different. Here the optimal fit isa51.5.

B. Oscillating field

For an oscillating external field, data for the critical fr
quenciesvc upon which the system goes back into a dis

FIG. 5. Critical field strengthf c* for the two-dimensional system
versusks for different U0 and rs2 as obtained from Brownian
dynamics simulation~a! and theory~b!. By increasing the field
strengthf * the system shows a phase transition from a disorde
state to a state characterized by lane formation. The transitio
indicated by the symbols, the lines are a guide to the eye.
2-6
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LANE FORMATION IN COLLOIDAL MIXTURES DRIVEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021402
dered state are given in Fig. 7. They are shown versus
field amplitude for different particle densitiesr @Fig. 7~a!#
and for different particle interaction ranges 1/k @Fig. 7~b!#.
The trends are as follows:vc increases for increasing ampl
tude, increasing density, and increasingk. In our considered
parameter range no obviousU0 dependence was found in th
simulation. All these trends are in accordance with o
simple theory, which is also plotted in Fig. 7. The theory
even confirmed quantitatively by our simulation data. T
discrepancy between theory and simulation is always sma
than 20%, at least in the parameter range where simulat
were performed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have studied the influence of an exter
field on a binary colloidal mixture performing Brownian dy
namics in a solvent with simulation and simple theory. It w
shown that oppositely driven particles avoid each other
forming different lanes due to a nonequilibrium slip-strea
effect. Using a suitable order parameter this was identifie
a first-order nonequilibrium phase transformation. A sim
scaling theory was proposed whose predictions and tre
were confirmed by our simulation data. The process of l
formation was found to be very general: it prevails for osc
lating fields provided the frequency is not too small and
present both in two and three spatial dimensions. Henc

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for the three-dimensional system:~a!
simulation results,~b! theory.
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should be observable in real systems such as binary collo
dispersions, e.g., driven by an oscillatory electric field.

It would be very interesting to construct a hydrodynam
theory of pattern formation predicting lane formation as
instability @42,43#. Even more challenging would be a fu
microscopic nonequilibrium theory, which has been mu
more elaborated for second-order nonequilibrium phase t
sitions @6,44#.

We finish with a couple of points. First, lane formation
also expected to occur in three-component colloidal syste
and, in general, for polydisperse samples. The formation
lanes could provide an efficient channel to transport spec
particles into a preferred direction by driving the system
an external field. Second, one might surmise that lane for
tion will also occur if lattice models other than square la
tices are used or if next-nearest-neighbor hopping proce
are allowed in the lattice model. This conjecture is based
the observation that shear forces between different lanes
driving the lane formation, which are absent in a squa
lattice model with nearest-neighbor hopping. Third, we me
tion that hydrodynamic interactions@45,46# were neglected

FIG. 7. Nonequilibrium phase diagram for the two-dimension
system with oscillatory external field forU055.0. The critical field
frequencyvc in units of 1/tB is plotted versus the field amplitud
f * for different densities~a!, and for different screening lengths~b!.
For low frequencies the system stays in the stratified state, while
increasing frequency there is a transition back to disorder. Lines
theoretical estimations, symbols are the corresponding simula
results. The long dashed lines connecting equal symbols are a g
to the eye. In~a! the boundary moves up with increasing density,
~b! the boundary moves up with increasing decay length.
2-7
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in our study. This is a safe approximation if the colloid
volume fraction is very small as typically realized for high
charged deionized suspensions. As inspired by a recent s
of colloidal phase separation@47# we expect that the pres
ence of hydrodynamic interactions will enhance lane form
tion. Lane formation should also be stable with respect t
change of the particle dynamics. For instance, the transi
is expected to be stable also if Fokker-Planck@31# rather than
n
i-
.

.

-

tt.

tt

o

02140
l

dy

-
a
n

Brownian dynamics is used. The only requirement should
a parallel dynamics for all particles.
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